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Ocean Observatories
Seeding the Oceans with Observatories
Taking the next strategic steps to explore the Dynamics of Earth and Ocean Systems
By Keir Becker and the DECS Steering Committee
Putting H2O in the Ocean
The Hawaii-2 Observatory is the first long-term, mid-ocean seafloor observatory
By Alan 1) . Chave, Fred K Duenncbier. and Rlictt Butler
NEPTUNE
A fiber-optic 'telescope' to inner space
By John R Delaney and Alan D. Chave
Seafloor to Surface to Satellite to Shore
Moored buoys otter potential tor real-time observations anywhere in the ocean
By Robert S.Detrick,JohnA. Collins, and Daniel E.Frye
Plugging the Seafloor with CORKs
A window into the plumbing system hidden beneath the oceans floor
By Kcir Becker and Earl E. Davis
Launching the Argo Armada
Taking the ocean's pulse with 3, (| (><> free-ranging floats
By Stan Wilson
Outposts in the Ocean
A global network of moored buoy observatories to track oceanic processes
By Robert Weller, John Toolc, Michael McCartney, and Nelson Hogg
Where the Surf Meets the Turf
Exploring phenomena that affect the coast at the Field Research I-'acility, Duck, NC
By Unit Raubenheimcr and Steve Elgar
A Well-Sampled Ocean
The I.F.O Approach
By Scott M. Glenn.J. Frederick Grassle, and Christopher J. vc in Alt
A New Coastal Observatory Is Born
Manila's Vineyard offers scientifically exciting site
By James B Edson.Wade R McGillis, andThomas C Austin
< .( IM ii Ciiiii/Miiients <>/' a seajloor ocean observatoryform //>r backdropfor a concept oj n
second-generation model <>f\\ HOI's A/i/onoinoits Renlbic l
:
,\plorer (ABE). Such autonomous
underwater rebicles will play important rules in ocean obserratorivs, with the capacity t<>
upland power and download datafrom underwater obscrratory docking shitinns. ABE'S
principal designers are Dana Yoerger. Associate Scientist in the Deep Submergence laboratory.
Albert liniiller. Principal Engineer in the Applied Ocean I'bysics and Engineering Depart-
ment, mill liarrie \\alden, Principal Engineer and Manager of Operational Science Serrices.
Tlje National Science Hiitndalion funds Ibeir research. Illustration by /:'. I'anl Oberlander.
A tinntis .4/1711 ABE II (artist's concept)
A Sea Change in Ocean Science
When
new technology expands our ability to explore the oceans, we take quantum leaps in
understanding our planet.
After World War II. new instruments aboard dedicated oceanographic ships revealed the seafloor
as anything but featureless and static. The late-1960s plate tectonics revolution provided a new dy-
namic framework for understanding fundamental Earth processes that spawn earthquakes, build
mountains, and create volcanoes, mid-ocean ridges, islands, undersea oil reservoirs, and other
geologic features.
A decade later, new emphasis on deep-sea technology brought the discovery of previously
unimagined oases of life at mid-ocean ridge hydrothermal vents.
Such discoveries provide convincing evidence that Earth's oceans, atmosphere, life, and the solid
planet itself are all interrelated and that Earth constantly changes even as we try to understand it.
Imagine an extraterrestrial exploratory vehicle landing in a Vermont forest in February. Five
days of zealous data-gathering might lead to the quite logical conclusion that an unknown phe-
nomenon caused a rapid climate change that turned Earth into a cold, barren planet. We know
the phenomenon as winter.
The lesson is that we must go beyond taking intermittent, isolated snapshots of the ocean. We
need to know not only what's there, but also what's going on there. We must begin to monitor the
dynamic, complex, intertwining Earth processes that unfold over long time periods and large areas
and to capture important oceanic events that happen in an instant or in previously overlooked
places. We need to establish a global, long-term presence in the oceans a vast, hostile, hard-to-
penetrate, extraterrestrial environment for humans.
Fortunately, the teaming of scientists and engineers makes this possible. As you will read in
these pages, they are harnessing technological advances to create a revolutionary new way to
conduct ocean research: ocean observatories. We are on the brink of the next era of major
oceanographic discovery.
In an age when rapidly burgeoning human population imposes ever-mounting environmental
stresses on our planet, ocean observatories will help us unravel Earth processes that have enormous
societal impacts, including hurricanes, tsunamis, earthquakes, beach erosion, toxic algal blooms,
declining fisheries, and coastal pollution. They will allow us to grasp the ocean's role in shaping our
climate and give us the potential to predict short-term climate changes that spawn floods, droughts,
heat waves, mudslides, and even weather- and water-related epidemics such as cholera and malaria.
Ocean observatories are a window onto a huge, previously inaccessible, and hitherto unknown bio-
sphere that may have biomedical and industrial potential, and that may teach us about the origin of
life on Earth and elsewhere in the solar system.
I believe the oceans are key to sustaining life, and the quality of life, on this planet. The future is
now, and it comes just in time.
Bob Gagosian. WHOI Director
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/; //_e midst of the
rast ocean, a
moored observatorv
does its work, con-
tinually taking
measurements to
track oceanic and
air-sea processes
that influence
Earth's climate
Members of the DEOS
Steering Committee: Keir
Becker Univi
Miami, co-chair; Alan
Chavc \\H01. co-chair.
John Baro&s. I niver^rv of
\Vishinglnn. Bobb Carson.
Lehigh University: John
Delaney. UniverM[\ ' i
Washington. Robert
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Harvard l'ni\ tTMty, Chuck
Fisher. Penn>\ i\dnu MJILJ
l'niverM:\ Chuck
Nittroucr I. m\cr*it\ ut
\Ydshington. John Orcurt,
Scripp.s Institutic >n < 4
Oceanography, Adam
Schultz, Cambridge
University
Seafloor observato-
ries, like this one
conceivedfor the
\EPTI'\K project,
could host tin ami}'
of sensors and serve
as a base for robotic
exploration.
Taking the next strategic steps to explore the
Dynamics ofEarth and Ocean Systems (DEOS)
Keir Becker Professor, Rosenstiel ' 1 of Marine and Atmospheric Science, University of Miami
and the DEOS Steering Committee*
Ship-borne
expeditions have been the domi-
nant means of exploring the oceans in the
20th century. Scientists aboard ships made the
observations and gathered the data that confirmed
the revolutionary theory of plate tectonics, which
demonstrated that the earth is a complex, multi-fac-
eted system that changes over time. But that revela-
tion also exposed a
major shortcoming
of the ship-based
exploratory ap-
proach: its very lim-
ited ability to quan-
tify change.
Geoscientists
now realize that the
earth is dynamic. It
cannot be studied
adequately in a
static manner by
simply examining
limited regions for
short periods. Traditional mapping and sampling
strategies provide only infrequent, intermittent
snapshots of myriad, ongoing, interlinked, global
processes that actively shape the earth and have im-
pacts on society.
Consider these three examples:
El Nino events, especially in 1982-1983 and
199~-1998. clearly
demonstrated the
profound societal
impacts of dynamic-
earth and ocean
processes and the
importance of un-
derstanding their be-
havior.
Over the past two
decades, geoscien-
tists have discovered
entirely new ecosys-
tems around hydro-
thermal vents,
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whose existence is linked to ongoing or episodic
volcanic and magmatic processes on and below the
seafloor near mid-ocean ridges. The vents have
generated exciting new lines of inquiry about the
origin of life on Earth and the possibility of life on
other planetary bodies that are similarly endowed
with water and volcanism.
Less well-known but certainly equally complex
processes occur at subduction zones, where old
seafloor sinks back into the mantle. These pro-
cesses occur on scales of tens to thousands of kilo-
meters over months to hundreds of millions of
years, yet they generate catastrophic earthquakes
and tsunamis that occur in seconds over small areas
around the Pacific "Rim of Fire." for example. Sub-
duction processes also play an important role in re-
cycling chemicals to the mantle, and they are a pri-
nurv cause of tectonic uplift and mountain- and is-
land-building on Earth.
To fully understand the causes and effects of all
these phenomena, we need a much better grasp of
Earth's complex, dynamic processes before, as, and
after they occur. This will entail a significant philo-
sophical and cultural change in the way we con-
duct our science. It will require a coordinated in-
vestment in a new mode of marine geoscience in-
vestigations: the establishment of long-term ocean
observatories. Such observatories offer an essential
means to observe interrelated processes over time
and to fill in the rather extensive gaps in remote
ocean regions where data on deep Earth structures
and properties have never been collected.
\Yhile scientists have maintained observatories
on land for centuries, the practice has not yet re-
ceived broad support in
the oceans. But many
national deep-water geo-
science initiatives have
recently embraced strate-
gies involving seafloor
observatories to investi-
gate the earth, including
the Ridge Inter-Disciplin-
ary Global Experiments
(RIDGE), the MARGINS
study of rifted and con-
vergent plate boundaries,
the Ocean Seismic Net-
work (OSN), and efforts
with the eponymous
names BOREHOLE and
CABLE, which seek to
take advantage of Ocean
Drilling Program (OOP)
boreholes and submarine
cables for geosciences
research. Since 1997, sci-
entists involved in these
initiatives have joined in
a planning effort
supported by the
National Science
Foundation to lay
the groundwork for
a proposed long-
term observatory
program called Dy-
namics of Earth and
Ocean Systems
(DEOS). And this
philosophy is also
being embraced in
other disciplines of
ocean sciences, as
well as internationally, so there is an unprece-
dented opportunity and need for cross-disciplinary,
multi-national coordination of scientific objectives
and infrastructure.
Observing dynamic globalprocesses
Current and planned seafloor observatory efforts
come in two flavors:
1 ) "Active Process" observatories are located
where particular Earth systems are presently most
active near the surface. Many of the best examples
are at plate boundaries: at mid-ocean ridges, the set-
tings of possibly the most complex interplay among
tectonic, magmatic, hydrothermal, and biological
processes on Earth, and at subduction zones, where
tectonic and magmatic processes have great destruc-
tive impact on society. Because these plate tectonic
boundaries occur almost exclusively beneath the
seas, a seafloor observatory capability' is imperative
on both scientific and so-
cietal grounds.
2) "Global Imaging"
observatories would pro-
vide "blanket" data cover-
age of the earth, collect-
ing data from all the nec-
essary places and angles
to give us a "big-picture"
perspective of our planet.
Such a global network of
observatories would al-
1< >\v us to fully image the
interior of the earth and
to provide a comprehen-
sive view of processes
that occur over very long
time scales and over the
entire globe. With 70 per-
cent of the earth's surface
under the oceans, global
networks will never be
complete without sea-
floor observatories.
Because these obser-
Tbe Hawaii-2 Obser-
vatory, the first long-
term, mid-ocean
seafloor observa-
tory, was deployed
in 1998. taking
advantage ofa
retired trans-Pacific
telephone cable.
Scientists at the
Field Research
Facility in Duck,
North Carolina, use
the Coastal Re-
search Amphibious
Buggy (CRAB) to
deploy instruments
for studies of the
dynamic processes
that shape beaches
OCEANUS
A prototype Argo
float is tested in the
Labrador Sea. Scien-
tists hope to seed the
oceans with 3,000
similarfloats to
measure oceanic
conditions and
transmit data to
shore via satellite.
A CORK (Circula-
tion Ohrialinn
Retrofit Kit) sits in
a seafloor borehole,
measuring
subseafloor fluid
circulation pro-
cesses thiil nui\
affect earthquakes,
ore formation, and
subseafloor micro-
bial communities.
vatories open windows onto Earth processes that
occur over expanses of both space and time, they
are valuable for scientists specializing in many
fields. Consequently, observatory networks can be
located, configured, and used for multi-disciplinary
studies to maximize the investment required to es-
tablish them.
Although individual seafloor observatories may
have different primary scientific goals, they share
many common technological needs. To deploy and
maintain long-term monitoring equipment in the re-
mote and hostile seafloor environment, scientists
will have to address several requirements. They will
need to deliver long-term power to seafloor instru-
ments, a link for data transmission from the seafloor
to land (preferably in near real time), a means of
remote command and control of seafloor instru-
ments, and ways to facilitate deployment and re-
trieval of instruments for repair or refurbishment.
Ocean scientists today do not customarily consider
these factors. They will have to reorient themselves
intellectually and innovate technologically.
Different observatoriesfor different missions
In a series of working group meetings in 1998
and 1999, DEOS developed a strategy to pursue
two technologically distinct approaches to imple-
ment a national seafloor observatory' capability:
Observatories linked hy submarine ciihlcs to land
and the Internet. These include observatories op-
portunistically deployed, using retired telecommuni-
cations cables that may become available in areas
of current scientific interest, such as the Hawaii-2
Observatory (H2O). (See article on page 6.) They
also include deploying new cables to create obser-
vatories in a few selected locations where interest-
ing Earth and ocean processes are most active and
near to land. Examples include the Long-term Eco-
system Observatory (LEO-15, page 28), the planned
Martha's Vineyard Observatory (page 3D, and NEP-
TUNE, the proposed North East Pacific Time-series
Undersea Networked Experiments (page 10).
Moored, buoyed observatories thatprovidepower
to seafloor instruments and a satellite communica-
tion link to land (see pages 12 and 17). These
would require regular servicing and could be de-
ployed in either of two ways: a) for long terms, to
complete the distribution of global imaging obser-
vatories, or b) for moderate terms (up to a few
years) in locations around the world where pro-
cess-oriented problems can be investigated without
a more extensive installation. Examples include ex-
periments to examine processes that generate
earthquakes (seismogenesis) in subduction settings,
experiments in remote mid-ocean ridge locations,
or experiments to investigate circulation and other
physical processes that occur in the ocean.
Both buoyed and cabled technologies could be
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used for
"active-process" observatories. Cabled ob-
servatories would be appropriate for long-term in-
stallations at selected sites where high amounts of
power are needed and large amounts of data are
collected. Buoyed observatories would be suitable
for shorter-term, less intensive two- to five-year
studies. They could be used, for example, to com-
pare processes that occur in hydrothermal vent ar-
eas at fast- and slow-spreading ridges, or to study
seismogenesis at subduction zones. They would be
the principal tool to create a global seismic-wave
recording network to "image" Earth's interior (ex-
cept in the few cases where stations could be ac-
commodated on retired cables).
Coordinating international efforts
Any of the observatory types discussed above
active process and global imaging, cabled and
buoyed may require deploying sensors beneath
the seafloor. in the geologic formations where pro-
cesses actually occur and or where data quality is
best. In many cases, DEOS seafloor observatories
will include borehole components, such as CORKs
( Circulation Obviation Retrofit Kits,
page 14), or the Ocean Seismic
Network Ocean Bottom Observa-
tory (see Oceauus, Vol. 41, No.l).
Notably, the Ocean Drilling Pro-
gram (ODP) highlights an initia-
tive on Long-Term Monitoring of
Geological Processes in its cur-
rent long-range plan, and
DEOS has established
strong links to ODP.
DEOS goals also
strongly mesh with
ongoing interna-
tional initiatives that
require coordinated
seafloor observatory
capabilities. Prime
examples include:
the International
Ridge (InterRidge)
initiative for long-
term monitoring of
the northern Mid-At-
lantic Ridge
(MOMAR, or
MOnitoring the
MAR), international
MARGINS initiatives to understand seismogenic
zones in subduction settings (SEIZE, or
SEIsmogenic Zone Experiments), and Interna-
tional Ocean Network (ION) activities to coordi-
nate global network observatory efforts.
Bringing ocean science to the public & students
In addition to their scientific value, seafloor ob-
Coastal observatories, like /.i'O-/5 in ,\eii' Jersey, are linked by
submarine cable and augmented by robots, radar, and buoyed
meteorological sensors.
servatories with real-time communications capabili-
ties offer an unprecedented opportunity for public
outreach and education at all levels. Real-time data
links to the deep ocean will allow seafloor instru-
ments to serve as virtual extensions of the Internet
and to involve students and the public directly in
real science as it is happening. The public is con-
siderably interested in the remote seafloor in its
own right, as well as its potential for learning about
life on other planetary bodies. Consequently, DEOS
is developing an open data access policy, with
plans to devote a significant portion of its budgets
to making seafloor data accessible to the public and
to educational institutions.
Launching a neiv observatory initiative
Though DEOS originated in the geoscience
community, we eagerly seek to cooperate with all
branches of oceanography that share the desire
and need to invest in seafloor observatory tech-
nologies. In the short term, DEOS aims to achieve
broad consensus in the marine geosciences com-
munity on the scientific goals and financial re-
sources necessary to establish a formal DEOS re-
search program. Stimulated partly by DEOS, the
Ocean Studies Board of the National Research
Council launched a study of "Seafloor Observato-
ries: Challenges and Opportunities" and con-
vened a workshop, sponsored by the National
Science Foundation, in January 2000, to assess
the scientific
community's interest.
\Yith representatives
of all fields of ocean
and earth sciences,
as well as planetary
exploration, we hope
to launch the short-
and long-term scien-
tific and technologi-
cal planning that will
be required, at both
national and interna-
tional levels, to cre-
ate a pioneering re-
search program with
lasting scientific im-
pact. We believe that
ocean observatories
are an essential and
exciting next step
that will allow us to make a scientific quantum
leap akin to the plate tectonics revolution. By gain-
ing access to the depths, we can bring understand-
ing of our planet to new heights.
Further information on DEOS, its working group
reports, and links to its member initiatives can be found
on the Internet at: vertigo.rsmas.miami.edu/deos.html.
.4 moored buoy
observatory bus
meteorological
sensors above tbe
surface and a
string of instru-
ments extending
into tbe deep.
OCEANUS
Crew members of
the University of
Washington 's
/JA'Thomas
Thompson deploy
the junction box
that provides electri-
cal outlets for
scientific instru-
ments at the Ha-
waii-2 Observatory
(H2O), the first
long-term, mid-
ocean seafloor
observatory. The
junction box is
spliced to a retired
submarine tele-
phone cable, which
provides power to
the instruments
and ulloii's data to
be transmitted in
real timefrom
seafloor to shore.
Putting H20 in the Ocean
The Hawaii-2 Observatory is thefirst
long-term, mid-ocean seafloor observatory
Alan D. Chave, Senior Scientist, Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering Department, WHOI
Fred K. Duennebier, Professor of Geophysics, University of Hawaii
Rhett Butler, Program Manager of Global Seismographic Network, Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology
Amajor obstacle impeding our ability to un-derstand many of the earth's fundamental,ongoing dynamics quite frankly has been
a dearth of electrical outlets and phone jacks on
the seafloor.
On land, scientists have long been able to plug
in instruments to take long-term measurements of
earthquakes, variations in Earth's magnetic field,
and other episodic or continual geophysical pro-
cesses. However, deploying instalments in the
ocean, and on and below the seafloor, presents
unique challenges. First, expeditions to remote
ocean regions are more expensive and time-con-
suming, and they depend on the limited availability
of ships. Marine scientists also must contend with
corrosion problems peculiar to ocean environments.
And without those oceanic outlets and phone jacks,
scientists have had limited capacities to supply
power to instruments and to store data recorded by
them out in the middle of the ocean.
As a result, the record of land-based measure-
ments contrasts starkly with the near-total absence
of long-term geophysical data from the seafloor.
Since the earth is mostly covered by ocean, that has
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been like trying to monitor the dynamics of a
household, for example, by observing events in
only the living room and one bedroom.
But in 1998, we seized an oppor-
tunity and took a long-sought, sig-
nificant first step toward opening the
relatively unexplored submerged re-
gions of our own planet to more
thorough examination. Beneath
5,000 meters of water midway be-
tween Hawaii and California, a sub-
marine telephone cable called HAW-
2 (Hawaii-2) stretched across the
seafloor. Laid by ATcVT in 196-1, the
cable conveyed trans-Pacific tele-
phone calls until 1989, when it broke near Califor-
nia. Men-ing toward fiber-optic cable technology,
AT&T decided not to fix HAW-2 and donated it to
the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismol-
ogy (IRIS), a consortium of 91 research centers, for
the benefit of the scientific community.
Like a long extension cord, the cable could de-
liver ongoing electrical power to the seafloor. It
H20
Site
Location
could also provide a. means for two-way, shore-to-
seafloor communications to operate instruments re-
motely and to get data both in real time. The
combination made the retired cable
well-suited for a second productive
career. In 1995 the National Science
Foundation provided funding to de-
velop the technology to take advan-
tage of HAW-2's potential.
Using corrosion-resistant titanium
and plastic, we built a junction box
to be spliced into one end of the
HAW-2 cable. The junction box was
designed to provide six simple wet-
^^^^ mateable connectors, into which sci-
entists could plug standard instruments with exist-
ing deep-submergence vehicles. No longer con-
strained by low power, limited internal data record-
ers, and temporary deployments, the instruments
for the first time would be able to take continuous
measurements of slowly evolving Earth processes in
the deep ocean. They
could also transmit data
WHOI Senior Scien-
tist Alan Chare
displays n section
of the submarine
cable that was cut
during the installa-
tion ofH2O. Below,
scientists used the
remotely operated
vehicles Jason and
Medea to splice un
abandoned subma-
rine telephone
cable into a termi-
nation frame,
which acts as an
undersea phone
jack.Attached by
an umbilical is a
junction box,
which seri'es as un
electrical outletfor
up to six scientific
instruments.
OCEANUS
Thomas Thompson
civil' members
prepare to sub-
merge H2O's first
"customer" ti pack-
age ofinstruments
tn record enrtb-
quake-generated
seismic waves.
ROVJason is de-
ployed tn plug
instruments into the
Hiiit'i/ii-J Obserni-
tury on the seafloor.
on rapidly occurring events, such as earthquakes, in
real time. In 1998. the dream of the world's first
1< >ng-term, mid-ocean seafloor observatory became
a reality, with the establishment of H2O, the Ha-
waii-2 Observatory.
H2O was also in a scientifically ideal site to place
a high-priority instrument: a seismometer to record
seismic waves generated by earthquakes. Seismolo-
gists analyze these waves to locate and study earth-
quake sources. And much the way physicians use
ultrasound and CT (computerized tomographic)
scans to obtain images of tissue inside human bod-
ies seismologists can also examine seismic waves
traveling through
Earth's layers to
glean information
about the structure
and properties of
rocks in ocean crust,
and in Earth's inac-
cessible mantle,
outer core, and in-
ner core.
The key to im-
proving all these
studies is getting
more high-quality
measurements from
more angles. But the
current Global Seismographic Network (GSN) has
been entirely land-based. To provide more global
coverage, some seismometers have been placed on
islands, but these are not generally represent. iti\e
samples of oceanic crust and, more important, vast
areas of the oceans are islandless. Located 2,000 ki-
lometers from the nearest land, H2O is the first of
20 sites identified by the
seismological community
for an Ocean Seismic
Network (OSN) that will
till the wide gaps in the
GSN.
Located at 28N,
142W, H20 substantially
augments seismic cover-
age of the eastern Pacific
for tomographic studies
of the earth. It provides a
strategic monitoring point
for studies of earthquake
sources in the United
States' most earthquake-
susceptible regions: Cali-
fornia, the Pacific North-
west, Alaska, and Hawaii.
With H2O seismic data
transmitted via the sub-
marine cable to Hawaii in
real time and available
immediately via the IRIS Data Management System,
seismologists can precisely locate earthquake sources
within tens of minutes after a seismic event.
H2O also has a deep-water pressure gauge to
aid research on tsunamis, large waves generated by
earthquakes in the open ocean. Tsunamis caused
by earthquakes from the Gulf of Alaska to Central
America can be recorded at H2O 30 minutes to two
hours before they arrive in the Hawaiian Islands, so
H2O eventually may be incorporated into tsunami
warning networks.
H2O's enhanced global coverage also offers an
advantage for studies of another global phenom-
enon geomag-
netism. Its power
and communications
(capacities open upnew opportunities
for creative ap-
proaches by physi-
cal oceanographers,
marine biologists,
and other marine
scientists.
Anticipating that
H2O would be a
prototype for future
f seafloor observato-
J!
=
nes, we aimed to
make H2O as simple and cost-effective as possible
to use and deploy. An initial requirement was de-
signing a seafloor system that could be installed us-
ing a conventional oceanographic ship, rather than
a specialized cable ship.
In September 1998. aboard the LIniversity of
Washington's R/V Tljonuis Thompson, a survey
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showed that the proposed site to install H2O was
clear of rock outcrops and other topographic com-
plications and well-suited for an observatory. Jason,
the remotely operated vehicle (ROV) operated by
WHOI's Deep Submergence Laboratory, was de-
ployed to find the I
1
,-inch-wide cable on the sea-
floor. /flsow followed the cable for 5,000 meters
(one water depth from ship to seafloor) toward
California and severed it using a special hydraulic
cable cutter. This was done so that equal lengths of
cable would hang from either side of an 800-pound
grapnel lowered from the ship to snag and retrieve
the cable just the way you would pick up and bal-
ance a strand of spaghetti on a fork tine. Six miles
of cable dragged through water put a load on the
ship's wire and winch that approached their work-
ing limit of 24.000 pounds, and retrieval took nearly
a day. Personnel from \YHOI and Margus Inc., a
commercial submarine cable company, accom-
plished the cable recovery.
Margus personnel spliced the HAW-2 cable to a
corrosion-resistant "termination frame." which
links via a short cable to the junction box. The
system was designed to allow the junction box to
be lowered separately to the seafloor during instal-
lation and to be retrieved for repair or improve-
ments without the complications of dragging up
the cable again.
The system was powered up from an AT&T
cable station in Makaha. Hawaii, and for the first
time in nine years, HAW-2 was operational.
After several days of testing the system, the ter-
mination frame and attached cable were lowered
on a trawl wire for deployment on the seafloor or.
at least, that was the plan. The frame was barely
over the side when the half-inch chain securing it
to the trawl wire snapped, sending cable and frame
to the bottom. Expecting the worst, we launched
Jason's mechanical teammate, Medea, to locate and
inspect the damage. Tethered to the ship, Medea is
a platform that separates Jason from the ship mo-
tion, allowing the ROV to maneuver more freely. It
also has a wide-area camera and lights.
Fortune smiled. The cable was lying in loops 300
meters in diameter, but flat on the seafloor, so that
Jason could be used without risk of entanglement.
At the edge of the coils, the termination was sitting
upright, intact, and not embedded in sediments. Af-
ter powering up the cable, the system was found to
be undamaged though its planned location had
abruptly moved about 2 kilometers closer to Ha-
waii. Installation of the junction box could proceed.
The junction box consists of a protective frame
enclosing vulnerable equipment within. The equip-
ment includes a manifold with the eight connectors
( one each for the termination frame and a sea
ground, and six for scientific instrument packages).
The connectors are designed to be plugged in with
standard ROV manipulator arms. The frame also en-
closes two cases designed to withstand deep-sea
pressure. One case contains a system developed
and built by University of Hawaii engineers to ex-
tract and control power from the cable. The other
case contains the communication and control sys-
tem, designed and built by WHOI engineers, that is
the heart of the junction box.
The complex system of switches, modems, and
computers allows scientists onshore to monitor and
adjust individual instruments. It routes signals into
and out of individual instruments, ensuring that
data streams do not get muddled
even though all signals eventu-
ally must travel via a common
channel through the submarine
cable to and from Hawaii. The
system is designed with a great
deal of redundancy and switch-
ing flexibility to keep it opera-
tional without making expensive
mid-ocean service calls.
The junction box was low-
ered to the seafloor and Jason
plugged the system together.
The ability to retrieve the junc-
tion box separately came in
handy immediately when it
failed after just 12 hours. It was
unplugged and retrieved by Ja-
son and Medea, repaired aboard Thompson, and re-
deployed and reconnected two days later.
Jason plugged in H2O's first instrument, a multi-
sensor seismo-acoustic package designed and built
at the University of Hawaii. Then the ROV buried
the seismometer sensor package in a seafloor hole
to minimize distorting vibrations from currents.
Data began to flow to Makaha, where communica-
tions equipment had been modernized and other
equipment (salvaged from another retired trans-Pa-
cific cable system from Guam to Japan) was added
to provide a mirror image of the H2O junction box
on shore.
After H2O had been operating for two months, a
water current meter failed and corrupted the seis-
mic data, necessitating a maintenance visit in Sep-
tember 1999. Once again, the system allowed Jason
to unplug and retrieve the seismometer system for
repair and the junction box for an upgrade without
touching the main cable itself. The systems were re-
deployed and plugged in, as before. Four Benthos
hydrophones, to measure pressure variations of
seismic waves in water, were plugged into another
of the junction box's connector ports.
Four more ports are available, and IRIS and NSF
welcome interest in deploying new scientific sen-
sors at H2O. Interested parties may contact the au-
thors. Further information may be obtained from
the H2O Web site at: www.whoi.edu/science/GG/
DSO/H2O .
WHOI Research
Engineer Bob Petitt
designed and built
the complex com-
munication and
control system that
routes signals into
and out of indi-
vidual instruments
plugged into H2O.
Above, Petitt tests
the system with
a callfrom
R/\'Thompson
through the subma-
rine cable to WHOI
Senior Engineer
AssistantJohn
Bailey at the cable's
terminus, a shore-
based station in
Makaha, Hawaii.
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NEPTVNE's planned
localinn off the
northwest US coast
would facilitate
studies of various
components of
Earth 's plate
tectonic system.
NEPTUNE is a
proposed netirork of
high-speedfiber-
optic submarine
tables Ihnmnhoiit
theJuan de Fticii
Plate, which encom-
passes till the major
Earth-shapingplate
tectonicprocesses.
NEPTUNE: A Fiber-Optic "Telescope
7
to Inner Space
John R. Delaney, Professor of Oceanography, University of Washington
Alan D. Chave, Senior Scientist, Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering Department, WHOI
It
would be a scientific outpost in one of our so-
lar system's most remote and hostile environ-
ments. Its mission: to explore the largely un-
known fundamental workings of a fascinating
planet. Our planet Earth.
The North East Pacific Time-series Undersea
Networked Experiments (NEPTUNE) project aims to
establish an extensive earth/ocean observatory
throughout and above the Juan de Fuca Plate off the
US-Canadian West Coast (below). With it, we can be-
gin to grasp the myriad, interrelated forces and pro-
cesses that shape our planet and often have societal
impacts. Because these processes occur over vast
ranges of space and time, and in the ocean, they
have remained largely beyond our ability to observe.
To comprehend Earth's dynamic behavior, ocean
and earth scientists now realize that we cannot ob-
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Plate
serve small regions for short periods. Snapshots of
individual cogs won't give us a good sense of how
the whole machine works; we need to see all the
interconnected parts, throughout the machine, in
action, over a long time.
Advancements in communications, robotic, com-
puter, and sensor technology have made the re-
quired next step possible a long-term presence in
the oceans. It will let us examine in detail the com-
plexity of interactions that mold the seafloor, gener-
ate earthquakes and volcanoes, form ore and oil de-
posits, transport sediments, circulate currents, cause
climate shifts, affect fish populations, or support life
in extreme environments on and below the seafloor.
NEPTUNE is a proposed system of high-speed fi-
ber-optic submarine cables linking a series of sea-
floor nodes supporting thousands of assorted mea-
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suring instruments, video equipment, and robotic
vehicles that could upload power and download
data at undersea docks. Unlike conventional tele-
phone cables, which supply power from shore in a
straight line, end to end, NEPTUNE would operate
like a power grid, distributing power simultaneously
and as needed throughout the network. Working
much like a campus data network (with nodes
analogous to buildings and each instalment like a
workstation), NEPTUNE would provide real-time
transmission of data and two-way communications.
Bringing the power of the Internet to the sea-
floor, it would connect submarine experiments di-
rectly to scientists in their labs, where they could
monitor and adjust instruments or dispatch robots
to capture episodic events that now occur unno-
ticed. NEPTUNE'S Internet accessibility also offers
intimate, over-the-shoulder views of exploratory sci-
ence in action that would engage the general public
and educate students of all ages.
The Juan de Fuca Plate's proximity to shore and
relatively small size make it a cost-effective candi-
date for incremental but eventually extensive ca-
bling. Yet it encompasses all the major Earth-shap-
ing plate tectonic processes, including submarine
volcanism, earthquake activity, hydrothermal vent-
ing, seafloor spreading, and subduction. At its
loasia! edge, instalment arrays also could open new
windows onto poorly understood processes that
transport sediments from continents to the deep sea,
that create energy resources such as oil and gas, or
that affect delicately balanced coastal ecosystems.
Oceanographic instruments could shed light on
ocean dynamics that affect weather and climate. Still
other devices could track the ever-shifting popula-
tion dynamics and migrations of the Pacific
Northwest's great fisheries offering better manage-
ment strategies for this crucial, threatened resource.
We envision NEPTUNE as a national facility for
many types of innovative ocean and planetary inves-
tigations that would engage the imaginations of re-
searchers across a spectrum of scientific disciplines.
One example combining geology, chemistry, biol-
ogy, and oceanography is the recent discovery that
erupting seafloor volcanoes release pulses of chemi-
cal nutrients, resulting in "blooms" of microbes that
form the base of a submarine food chain. Hydrother-
mal vents may be "the tips of icebergs" for substan-
tial subseafloor, high-temperature microbial commu-
nities, with potential biomeclical properties.
Studies of these microbes offer insights into the
origin of life on our planet and the possibility of life
on other solar bodies, such as Europa, a moon of Ju-
piter, where similar submarine volcanic systems may
exist. NEPTUNE would drive improvements in deep
submergence technology and provide an unparal-
leled testbed for robotic exploration of extreme envi-
ronments on other planetary bodies.
For roughly half the $280 million price tag to de-
velop, launch, and operate the Mars Pathfinder mis-
sion, NEPTUNE would be a worthy investment in
exploration of our own living planet.
Further information is available on the Web at:
www.neptune.washington.edu.
The NEPTUNE
system would link n
series ofseafloor
nodes supporting
thousands of as-
sorted instruments.
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The ability of
buoyed
observatories to
make long-term
neasurements of
ngoing processes
anywhere in the
world's oceans
gives them the
ttential to play an
mportant role in
:eanographic and
climatic studies.
Seafloor to Surface to Satellite to Shore
Moored buoys offer potentialfor continuous,
real-time observations anywhere in the ocean
Robert S. Detrick, Senior Scientist, Geology and Geophysics Department, WHOI
John A. Collins, Associate Scientist, Geology and Geophysics Department, WHOI
Daniel E. Frye, Senior Research Specialist, Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering Department, WHOI
The
next great leap in our understanding of
the earth-ocean system will require us to put
our
"eyes" and "ears" in the ocean to ob-
serve the dynamic processes going on there as they
are happening, in real time. In the oceans, physical,
chemical, biological, and geological processes are
continually interacting over time scales ranging
from seconds to millions of years and on space
scales ranging from centimeters to the globe.
A key new tool to untangle these complex inter-
actions will be ocean observatories, with sensors
taking measurements in the water column, on the
seafloor, and in the earth below. These observato-
ries will require two-way communications capabili-
ties to remotely control instruments and to transmit
data in real time back to shore. And they will have
to provide power to operate instruments unat-
tended for months or years at a time.
The Dynamics of Earth and Ocean Systems
(DEOS) program (see article on page 2) is explor-
ing two technologically distinct approaches for sea-
floor observatories. The first entails using dedicated
cables to link observatories to shore (such as the
LEO-15, Martha's Vineyard, H2O, and NEPTUNE
projects described elsewhere in this issue). The sec-
ond involves linking observatories to moored buoys
on the ocean surface and transmitting data back to
shore via a constellation of Earth-orbiting telecom-
munications satellites.
Moored ocean buoy observatories have certain
advantages. They can be located in very remote
ocean areas, far from land, where the cost of laying
a fiber-optic cable would be prohibitive. They are
also portable and potentially could be used for
shorter-term (two- to five-year) studies in one area,
and then moved to a new location. This provides
greater flexibility, as circumstances change, to
reconfigure experiments that track processes con-
tinuously over long time periods. It also gives scien-
tists the ability to respond in time to observe tran-
sient natural events, or even relocate to a new site,
as their knowledge of an area increases incremen-
tally over the course of a study.
Moored buoys, however, have certain limita-
tions. They can't supply as much power to instru-
ments as a fiber-optic cable can, and they can't
transmit as much data via satellite. They also re-
quire more frequent servicing.
Moored buoy systems have been deployed in
the deep ocean since the 1950s as platforms to ac-
quire meteorological and oceanographic data in the
upper ocean (see article on page 20), but they have
not been used for seafloor observatory studies. So
important design questions remain: What is the op-
timal buoy shape (spar- or disk-shaped floats)?
What is the best mooring design (single-point or
three-point)? What is the best way to isolate the
electromechanical cable connecting the buoy to the
seafloor from wave and current motion? How can
maintenance costs be curtailed?
We are currently working with colleagues at the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography and the
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute, and with
a partner from industry, Deep Oil Technology, to
design and build a prototype moored ocean buoy
seafloor observatory for use in the deep ocean.
One design under study (right) consists of a
large (4 to 6 meters in diameter) discus-shaped
buoy on a single S-tether mooring, connected to an
array of sensors on the seafloor. The S-tether moor-
ing design, developed at WHOI in the early 1990s,
combines the advantages of a subsurface mooring
(isolation from surface waves and currents, durabil-
ity and long life, and low cost) with the capabilities
of a surface mooring (access to satellite telemetry
and a platform for power generation).
It would consist of a surface float, a subsurface
float, an "S"-shaped cable connection between the
surface and subsurface floats, a standard mooring
from the subsurface float to a seafloor anchor, and
an on-bottom segment from the mooring to a sea-
floor junction box.
A variety of sensors (thermistors, flow meters,
chemical sensors, seismometers, magnetometers, hy-
drophones, strain meters) could be plugged into the
junction box. The box would transmit power from
the surface buoy to these instruments through a
double-armored, multi-conductor cable. Data from
seafloor sensors would be transmitted up the cable
to the surface float for transmission back to shore.
The electromechanical cable would connect to a
large subsurface float a sphere made of buoyant
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syntactic material to support the weight of 3,000
meters of cable. A fluid-filled, stretchahle rubber
hose with an integral coil of electrical conductors
would connect the subsurface and surface floats. By
carefully distributing flotation along the upper cable
section, we can maintain an "S"-shaped tether to ef-
fectively isolate the subsurface float from the mo-
tion of the surface buoy.
The surface float would be made of a Surlyn
foam that is frequently used in marker or navigath >n
buoys in shallow waters. It combines durability, light
weight, and low cost. Solar panels, diesel generators,
and batteries mounted on the buoy could provide up
to 500 watts of continuous power to instruments on
the seafloor. An omni-directional antenna atop the
buoy would provide bi-directional communication
via satellite to shore. We anticipate that a system like
this would require annual servicing.
A moored ocean buoy observatory of this design
could be used in a variety of experiments requiring
long-term observations and real-time data telemetry.
For example, a buoy observatory moored over a
volcanically active section of the East Pacific Rise or
Mid-Atlantic Ridge could monitor all the dynamically
interacting volcanic, hydrothermal, and biological
processes that occur over two or three years.
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) could
be stationed at a mooring. On command from
shore, these AUVs could resurvey the surrounding
area and upload their observations to the buoy for
transmission back to shore.
Other buoys could be permanently deployed at
some of the 20 strategic ( and remote ) ocean sites
needed to fill large gaps in the global network of
broadband seismic stations, greatly enhancing our
ability to use seismic waves to image the earth's in-
ternal structure. To study processes that generate
earthquakes, buoy-based observatory systems
linked to an array of seismic and geodetic sensors
could be placed in earthquake-prone geological lo-
cales along an ocean transform fault or above a
subducting plate landward of an oceanic trench,
for example.
The ability of buoyed observatories to make
long-term measurements of ongoing processes any-
where in the world's oceans also gives them the
potential to play an important role in other oceano-
graphic and climatic studies. They could track the
flow of major currents along the oceans' western
boundaries or episodic upwelling of water and nu-
trients at eastern ocean boundaries. They could also
be used for experiments using sound waves to
monitor ocean temperature changes related to glo-
bal climate change.
Our research is supported by the National Sci-
ence Foundation.
In this prototype
design for a
moored buoy sys-
tem, a surface buoy
connects to an "S"-
shaped tether that
isolates a subsur-
facefloatfrom
surface buoy mo-
tions. The surface
buoy provides
power via a cable
to a seafloorjunc-
tion box that
accommodates a
variety ofsensors.
Datafrom the
sensors travel up
the cable to the
surface buoyfor
transmission via
satellite to shore.
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The Ocean Drilling Program 's drill ship (left I has deployed several "CORK" observatories in seafloor boreholes to study the
circulation ofsubseafloorfluids (see map below), including the one above in Hole #5#G off the Pacific Northwest coast.
Plugging the Seafloor with CORKs
A window into the plumbing system
hidden beneath the ocean'sfloor
Keir Becker, Professor, Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science, University of Miami
Earl E. Davis Senior Research Geophysicist, Pacific Geoscience Centre, Geological Survey of Canada
Hidden
beneath the seafloor throughout
most of the world's oceans lies a massive,
dynamic plumbing system that is a central
component of our planet's inner workings.
Heated and under pressure, seawater and other
fluids flow and percolate up, down, and through
myriad layers of subseafloor rock formations. At
volcanically active mid-ocean ridges, where hot
magma rises from the mantle to create
new seafloor, this circulation vents
heat from the earth's hot interior. It
plays an important role in regu-
lating the chemical balance of
the oceans and in forming
huge ore deposits. At subduc-
tion zones, where old sea-
floor collides with an overrid-
ing tectonic plate and sinks
back down to the mantle, fluid
pressures within subseafloor
formations are believed to be an important factor in
triggering many i >f the world's largest and most
damaging earthquakes. Fluid flow beneath the sea-
floor also may help create the conditions that allow
vast microbial communities to thrive in subseafloor
formations. And it affects the migration of oil and
gas and the formation of another common, poten-
tially energy-producing hydrocarbon: gas hydrates.
These are ice-like deposits of crystallized
methane and water that form under
higher pressures and frigid deep-
sea temperatures.
Though we know that fluid
flow beneath the ocean basins
is fundamental and impor-
tant, our ability to study con-
ditions and processes that oc-
cur beneath the seafloor has
been limited. To gain a win-
dow onto this relativelv inac-
cessible domain, we took advantage ot holes drilled
deep into the ocean bottom by the international
Ocean Drilling Program (ODP), The drilling thus
did double duty extracting scientifically valuable
seafloor specimens, while simultaneously giving us
an cntn way for hydrologic experiments within
subseafloor formations.
In a pivvious issue of Oceanus (Vol. 36. No. 1 1
\\c reported on our early efforts to seal two ODP
holes and install instruments in them to create long-
term observatories to investigate subseafloor fluid
circulation. \Ye called these observatories "CORKs"
for Circulation Obviation Retrofit Kits, playing on
the obvious analogy of a cork sealing a bottle. For
our studies, we had to reseal boreholes because
ODP holes left open act as shunts between the
oceans and .subseafloor formations and disrupt natu-
ral hydrological processes. Within the resealed
holes, we suspended strings of sensors that were
linked to a long-term data logger on the seafloor
that could be accessed with a human-occupied or
remotely operated vehicle. To date, our sense >r
strings have been relatively simple. They have in-
cluded one pressure gauge at the seafloor and one
in the sealed hole, temperature sensors distributed
down within the holes, and, in some instances, fluid
sampling devices near the bottoms of the holes.
Our initial installations were quite successful.
and we and our growing group of CORK collabora-
tors have gone on to deploy similar instrumentation
in a total of 11 sites (see map opposite) in three
representative types of seafloor hydrological envi-
ronments: spreading centers, where new seafloor is
spreading outward from mid-ocean ridges (ODP
Holes 857D and 858G), young mid-ocean ridge
flanks (39SA. 102-iC. 1025C, 1026B. 1027C). and ac-
cretionary prisms, where sediments scraped off de-
scending seafloor plates accumulate in front ot
1 1\ erriding plates, like debris in front of a
locomotive's cowcatcher (889C, 892B, 9-i8D and
') i'H ). The CORK program has been an important
contribution toward fulfilling the initiative, high-
lighted in ODP's current Long-Range Plan, for long-
term in situ monitoring of geological processes. We
gratefully acknowledge solid, forward-looking sup-
port from our funding agencies: the National Sci-
ence Foundation, the Geological Survey of Canada,
and the French Institute of Research and Explora-
tion of the Sea (IFREMER). as well as ODP's plan-
ning body, the Joint Oceanographic Institutions for
Deep Earth Sampling (JOIDES).
\Ve emphasize the words forward-looking." be-
cause the CORKs. like other observatories discussed
in this issue, require investments not only in equip-
ment and infrastructure, but also in time. They re-
quire \\aiting. possibly for years, before significant
results become available. But eight years have now
passed since our initial installations, and we have
accumulated a growing body of important findings.
They are collected
in a recent work-
shop report avail-
able on the Internet
site of the JOIDES
Long-Term Observa-
tories Program Plan-
ning Group (vertigo.
rsmas.miami.edu/
ltoppg.html). Among
our more important
findings, we have
shown that:
I ligh fluid pres-
sures can build up
in the decollement,
or plate boundary
fault, at subduction
zones ( Hole 9-i9C in
the Barbados
prism). This fluid
pressure surely is a
factor in the genesis
of earthquakes that
are so common in
subduction zones.
Fluids driven by
small pressure gradi-
ents circulate later-
ally over many kilo-
meters through the
very highly perme-
able sediments of
young oceanic crust
in upper "basement"
fi iimations beneath
the seafloor. This
finding gives us a
first glimpse of the
mechanics of the
subseafloor plumb-
ing system, which,
among other things,
may prove impor-
tant to vast subseafloor microbial ecosystems.
Tides in the ocean exert periodic loads on the
seafloor that propagate clown into sediment and
rock layers beneath the seafloor to varying degrees
depending on the hydrological and elastic proper-
ties of the formations. This unexpected tidally
driven flow in the subsurface may play an impor-
tant role in regulating important subseafloor chemi-
cal interactions between fluids and rocks and in
maintaining an environment to host microbiological
communities. It could also mean that subseafloor
formations serve to dissipate a modest amount of
tidal energy.
CORKs may represent the best option for in situ
sampling of fluids below the seafloor, which has
.4 new generation oj
AilniHced CORKs
will be deployed,
starting in 2(1/11.
These will hare
inflatable puckers
that isolate sept/rate
zones in subseafloor
formations so that
different processes
ncciiiTiiifi within
each :<>ne may be
identified.
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Aboard the OOP
ill-ill ship JOIDES
Resolution, rough-
necks position a
CORK observatory
in ti long segmented
drill pipe lending to
a borehole in the
seafloor.
CORK assemblies
await deployment
ubiHird JOIDES
Resolution
proven very elusive to date. Five of the CORKs
presently deployed include long-term self-contained
fluid samplers suspended within the sealed holes to
sample formation fluids (as opposed to the seawa-
ter used in the drilling process). Four were just re-
covered this past September using WHOI's sub-
mersible Ali'in and the wireline Control Vehicle of
Scripps Institution of Oceanography's Marine Physi-
cal Laboratory (MPL). With access to the sealed
holes via a valve at the seafloor, our installations
are also excellent for setting up long-term experi-
ments to produce and
sample subseafloor forma-
tion fluids. Our experience
now allows us to predict in
which settings sealed holes
are likely to produce fluids
naturally. In other cases we
can take advantage of what
we have learned about tidal
effects on subseafloor fluid
flow to produce subseafloor
fluids at the valves.
We are gratified at the
success of the CORK effort,
and are particularly excited
to be involving a widening
circle of collaborators, rang-
ing from physical oceanog-
raphers interested in our
deep ocean tidal records to
microbiologists interested in microbial systems
hosted within the subseafloor formations that we
access with the CORKs. However, we recognize
that the 1991-1997 CORK design has a key scien-
tific limitation: Until now, our design incorporated a
single seal near the top of the hole, and thus our
sensors integrate signals from the full range of for-
mations that the hole penetrates beneath the sea-
floor. But in reality, subseafloor formations are not
uniform. Our results and many other lines of evi-
dence clearly indicate that permeability and fluid
flow in various subseafloor formations varies be-
cause of intrinsic permeability differences in forma-
tions or because flow is channeled in discrete faults
and fractures.
So we have proposed a new generation of "Ad-
vanced CORK" observatories starting with deploy-
ments planned for 2001. The next major advances
in our understanding of subseafloor hydrology will
come not only from expanding the range of in situ
measurements and sampling devices incorporated
in our sensor strings, but also and more impor-
tantly, from incorporating a capability to isolate
many separate zones within the subseafloor forma-
tions and take measurements in each of them (see
diagram, page IS).
Our Rinding agencies and JOIDES support this
strategy, and we are simultaneously developing two
technological approaches to implement this multi-
sealing capability: a multi-packer instrumented casing
system deployed by the OOP drill ship, and a
wireline instrumented multi-packer system deployed
by the MPL Control Vehicle. The first deployments of
the former are scheduled for spring 2001 on OOP
Leg 196 in two holes in the Nankai Trough subduc-
tion system off Shikoku Island. lapan (site of the
Kobe earthquake). First deployments of the latter are
scheduled for winter 2001 in a pair of existing young
ciiistal holes in the Panama Basin (SCUB and 896A).
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Launching the Argo Armada
Taking the ocean's pulse with 3,000free-rangingfloats
Stan Wilson, Deputy Chief Scientist, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Will
winter this year be colder and snowier
than usual? Should farmers anticipate
droughts or floods next spring? Will the
fall hurricane season likely be more or less fierce?
Should officials conserve water, stock up on fuel, or
import grain now to prepare for potential climate
conditions a few months hence?
We are on the brink of being able to answer
those questions with a high degree of accuracy. But
to do that, we can't just look to the atmosphere. We
need to look to the ocean.
Over the past decade, our evolving understand-
ing of the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) has
revealed how the ocean and atmosphere are inti-
mately linked in a dynamic exchange of heat, mois-
ture, and momentum that generates our climate.
But while fast, ephemeral phenomena in the atmo-
sphere produce storms, cold snaps, tornadoes, and
other day-to-day events that comprise the weather,
the oceans move at a much more lumbering pace.
By storing and transferring vast amounts of heat
around the planet, the oceans create the underlying
conditions that over seasons, years, or even
decades make broad global patterns of rainfall,
winds, storms, and atmospheric circulation more
or less likely to occur.
With ever-increasing accuracy, meteorologists
have been able to produce three- to five-day
weather forecasts. That helps one decide whether
to carry an umbrella on Tuesday. But South Ameri-
can farmers wavering between planting rice
(which requires lots of water) or cotton (which
doesn't) would profit greatly if they knew that the
coming growing season on average would likely
bring more or less rainfall.
The best efforts of humankind have always been
humbled by the unexpected vicissitudes of our
planet's climate. Droughts cause famine, forest fires,
epidemics, mass migrations, even wars. Floods, ex-
tended heat waves and cold periods, and other
short-term climate shifts wreak their own havoc.
Oceanic shifts by themselves can dramatically affect
fish populations, disrupting an important industry
and food source. In all these cases, a little advance
Tfje Argo prognini
proposes to disperse
3,000floats, like the
one below, through-
out the oceans to
collect data on
oceanic conditions
that can be periodi-
cally transmitted to
shore I'ia satellite-
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flout sinks to depths
of 2.0(10 meters.
drifts with ocean
currentsfor ten
days, rises to the
surface taking
measurements
i/long the tray, mid
then transmits dutu
hack to shore t'ia
satellite.
warning offers a potential means to reduce or avoid
human and economic devastation.
To make their forecasts, meteorologists rely on
an extensive network of land-based stations and sat-
ellites that collect daily measurements of atmo-
spheric temperatures, humidity, and winds. To lire-
diet climate as accurately as we now can forecast
the weather, we require a network to monitor global
ocean conditions as thoroughly as we monitor
worldwide atmospheric conditions.
That's the motivation for the Argo
program a Johnny Appleseed-like pro-
posal conceived by an international
team of scientists to disperse 3,000 float-
ing buoys throughout the world's
oceans. Equipped with sensors to moni-
tor fluctuating temperature and salinity
in the upper layers of the ocean, Argo
buoys will relay data via orbiting satel-
lites in near real time to shore-based
laboratories. Together with satellite and
other available data, the Argo observa-
tions will be used to make "weather
maps" of the ocean, to feed computer
climate forecast models, and to improve
our understanding of the ocean itself.
Argo is the result of more
than two decades of re-
search and development in
float technology sponsored
by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the
Office of Naval Research
(ONR), In the I'mted States,
scientists and engineers at
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Scripps Institution
of Oceanography, and Webb
Research Corporation in
Falmouth, Massachusetts,
have led efforts to design,
build, and test the floats.
They are designed to sink to
depths of 2.00(1 meters
(slightly more than a mile),
drift with ocean currents at
that depth for ten days, and
then rise to the surface, mea-
suring the temperature and
salinity of ocean layers along
the way up. On the surface,
the floats radio their data
and positions to satellites he-
fore returning to depth and
continuing another cycle
(see diagram, right).
The satellites will relay
Argo data to land-based re-
ceiving stations and then to
scientists and forecast centers in near real time. The
data will be openly available, without proprietary
restrictions.
Computer model simulations have shown that
the floats will not clump, but rather will go with the
ocean's flow, maintaining a separation of a few
hundred kilometers from each other (see diagram
on page 17). Argo floats can be dropped overboard
by hundreds of commercial vessels that ply trading
routes across the globe, or parachuted by airplanes
to seed remote ocean regions (see photos, oppo-
site). They can continue to operate unattended over
a design life ot four to five years.
Argo was the ship of the mythological Greek
hero Jason, and the program's name stresses the
close connection between the floats and the Jason- 1
satellite, a collaboration between the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES, the
French Space Agency). Jason- 1 will be launched late
this year to continue measurements of global sea
level initiated by the NASA/CNES TOPEX/Poseidon
satellite in 1W2. Other satellites operated by NASA,
the Japanese Space Agency, and the National Oce-
anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) mea-
sure sea surface temperatures and the speed and di-
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rectum of winds blowing
o\er the oceans. These
satellites will comple-
ment the Argo floats,
which, unlike the satel-
lites, can observe be-
neath the surface.
Subsurface measure-
ments are essential be-
cause the ocean's upper
la\ers can store 1,000
times more heat than
the atmosphere does.
Changes in subsurface
currents, temperature,
and salinity eventually
change conditions at
the surface, where the
ocean interfaces with
the atmosphere.
When an El Nino oc-
curs, for example, a
great mass of warm wa-
ter, usually pooled in the
\\eMern Pacific, spreads eastward, accumulating off
the west coast of the Americas. At the same time,
prevailing trade winds diminish, rearranging global
atmi ispheric circulation patterns and worldwide
weather. Rain clouds, for example, accompany the
warm waters eastward, taking rain from places
where it is expected and dropping it unexpectedly
in others.
As recently as 1982. scientists were unaware that
one of the most powerful El Ninos of the century
was forming with inevitable and catastrophic mo-
mentum. It sparked climatic changes that caused
devastating droughts and fires in Australia, flooding
in normally arid regions of Peru and Ecuador, un-
usual storms that rear-
ranged California
beaches, and widespread
mortality of fish and bird
life. All told, it led to
thousands of deaths and
an estimated $13 billion
in damage.
In the aftermath of
this disastrous El Nino.
NOAA. NSF. and interna-
tional partners began to deploy an extensive ob-
serving system moored instruments, surface drift-
ing buoys, and Volunteer Observing Ships to
monitor oceanic conditions spanning 10,000 miles
of the equatorial Pacific. These complement NASA,
NOAA, French, and Japanese satellites that track
shifting winds and sea levels. Completed in IW-i.
this ENSO Observing System provides a continuous
stream of real-time observations to forecast the de-
velopment, strength, and duration of El Ninos and
La Ninas, a cooling of eastern Pacific waters that
sometimes follows an El Nino episode and causes
its own set of weather conditions.
The monitoring system provided advance warn-
ing of the powerful 1997-98 El Nino, which helped
save an estimated SI billion in California alone.
Building on this success in unraveling ENSO.
meteorologists and oceanographers have begun to
identify a host of other ocean-atmosphere oscilla-
tions operating in the earth's climate system: the
North Atlantic Oscillation, the Arctic Oscillation, the
Antarctic Oscillation, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation,
the Indian Ocean Dipole. and the Antarctic Circum-
polar Wave. Shifting over months or decades, each
is associated with differ-
ent climate changes in
different parts of the
globe in quasi-periodic,
but potentiallypredict-
able ways.
The Argo program of-
fers a means to gather
the consistent, long-term,
observations within the
upper layers of the glo-
bal ocean needed to reveal the ocean's role in these
newly identified climate oscillations and to incorpo-
rate their effects into climate forecasts. Once fully
deployed, Argo and its satellite partners will give us
for the oceans what meteorologists have had for the
atmosphere a worldwide observing network and
the potential to forecast our climate six to 12
months in advance.
More information on the Argo program is avail-
able at: wTA-w.argo.ucsd.edu.
Argo flouts (like the
prototype iibore in
the Labrador Xeti >
can be deployed by
ships, or parachuted
br airplanes (beloirt
to seed more remote
ocean regions.
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A \\HOI moored
surftice buoy
equipped ii'ith
meteorological mid
underwater sensors
is deployed in the
eastern tropical
Pacific Ocean from
Scrip[>s Institution
of Oceanography's
R/V Roger Revelle.
Fixed in strategic
ocean locations,
surface and subsur-
face moored obser-
fiitories (see dia-
gram opposite) can
track oceanic
processes and air-
sea interactions
//hit influence
Earth's climate
Outposts in the Ocean
A global network ofmoored buoy observatories
to track oceanic processes that affect our climate
Robert Weller, John Toole, Michael McCartney, and Nelson Hogg
Senior Scientists, Physical Oceanography Department, WHOI
Oceanographers
and climatologists have
something in common with politicians and
stock market analysts: They are all trying
to get a grasp on a complex, ever-shifting system.
To gauge the ebb and flow of public opinion,
politicians today are constantly polling constituents.
To track fluctuating financial markets, analysts re-
ceive a continual flurry of global economic data
and informatii >n < >n companies and markets.
For oceanographers and climatologists, one of
the most urgent goals is unraveling the ocean's cru-
cial role in shaping our climate. To predict climate
changes or extreme weather events that may have
potential societal impacts, scientists desperately
need the same sort of detailed, ongoing information
that politicians and economists have to investigate
their systems.
Specifically, oceanographers require long-term
measurements to understand processes and
changes that occur in the oceans over seasons,
years, decades, or longer. Among the important cli-
mate questions oceanographers seek to answer are
these: How does the ocean store and transport vast
amounts of heat and fresh water around the globe?
How do the ocean and atmosphere exchange heat,
fresh water, and momentum? How are changes in
ocean temperatures and salinity, ocean circulation,
and climate all interrelated? Are long-term changes
in the oceans naturally occurring, or are they the re-
sult of human activities, such as the buildup of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere?
Today, the world's oceans are sparsely observed.
Oceanographers lack the means to gather the fun-
damental measurements they need to examine their
system putting scientists in the position of work-
ing on mysteries without many essential clues.
But a major effort is under way to establish a
Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) a world-
wide network that would collect the vast, tar-flung,
ever-changing data necessary to understand the
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processes by which the oceans help create climate
conditions. GOOS would combine a variety of in-
strumentation. It would include satellite systems
providing global coverage of the ocean surface, flo-
tillas of oceanographic instruments drifting through-
out the oceans, and autonomous ocean obsen ato-
ries moored at strategic sites in the ocean.
Fixed observatories moored at key geographic
sites around the globe are unique in this mix of in-
strumentation because they can provide highly de-
tailed observations of atmospheric processes just
above the sea surface, as well as oceanographic
measurements from the seafloor to the sea surface.
Measurements collected at fixed sites over long
lime periods are particularly important for oceanog-
raphers trying to understand air-sea interactions, as
well as relatively slow-evolving oceanic processes.
In the past, a network of ocean weather stations
(OWSs) provided a treasure trove of data for ocean-
ographers and played an essential role in early ef-
forts to build initial understanding of how the
ocean changed over time and how it responded to,
and in turn influenced, atmospheric changes (see
Oceamis, Vol. 39, No. 2). Primarily to guide trans-
ocean-voyaging aircraft after World War II, the US
and four other countries established 13 sites in the
North Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans (labeled al-
phabetically, starting with "A") that were constantly
occupied by ships. Planes would check in with
ships to receive a position and weather data. Ship
crews used weather balloons to gather air tempera-
ture, humidity, pressure, and wind direction and
speed, and. while on site, they also collected a
wealth of oceanographic measurements.
Unfortunately, by the 1970s satellites began to
provide jet aircraft with the positioning and weather
information they needed. The original reasons for
maintaining the OWSs disappeared, and the pro-
gram ended in 1981. The last remaining active sta-
tion, OWS M off Norway, will end ship-based obser-
vations in 2000, and with it, the last vestige of a
valuable system to collect long-term oceanographic
data will disappear.
To fill the void in the future, we envision that
among critical GOOS components will be a combi-
nation of free-drifting, or "Lagrangian," platforms
(such as the Argo floats described on pages 17-19),
and fixed, or "Eulerian," platforms, such as surface
and subsurface moorings. (The names derive from
two 18' h century mathematicians, Euler and
Lagrange, who originated alternative ways of mea-
suring fluid flow past a fixed point and between
two points.)
Eulerian observatories are not new to ocean sci-
ences. They have been, and remain, one of the ma-
jor elements in developing theoretical understand-
ing of the oceans. In the tropics motivated by the
need to improve our ability to predict El Nino
events we have already constaicted a new net-
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^4 proposed netit'ork
affixed moored
ocean observatories
would be chosen
among potential
sites (red dots),
whose strategic
minefor monitor-
ing and understand-
ing the ocean 's role
in climate has
already been identi-
fied. The new sites
would complement
the existing Tropical
Atmosphere Ocean
(TAO) array of
btto\s in the tropical
Pacific Ocean
(shinled region) ami
the Pilot Research
Moored Array ill the
TropicalAtlantic
(PIRATA) (shaded
region), whose
deployment began
in 1997.
work of Eulerian observatories to obtain surface
wind and upper ocean temperature observations.
In the 1980s, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, the National Science Foundation,
and international partners began to install the
Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array of more
than 70 surface moorings in the equatorial Pacific.
Completed in 1994, it provided the observations
that helped give us advance warning of the power-
ful El Nino of 1997-98. The goal now is to build on
TAO and occupy more sites across the world's
ocean to create a network of Global Eulerian Ob-
servatories (GEO) (see map below).
;-...*
Such observatories come in two types (see page
21). Since the 1960s, scientists have used subsurface
moorings to observe ocean currents and water
properties. These are instrumented cables, an-
chored to the seafloor and attached to buoyant
floats, that reach upward toward, but not to, the sea
surface. In contrast, surface moorings have surface
floats with downward-hanging cables. Instruments
along the submerged cables measure water tem-
perature and salinity, and the speed and direction
of currents. The surface floats additionally provide a
platform for sensors that measure wind speed and
direction, incoming shortwave radiation, incoming
longwave radiation, relative humidity, air tempera-
ture, barometric pressure, and precipitation. The
technology to make such meteorological observa-
tions, which was not even available until the 1970s,
has improved significantly over the past 15 years,
giving scientists the capacity to make highly reliable
and accurate measurements.
Both types of mooring technologies have matured
to the point where they can measure atmospheric
and/or oceanic changes as frequently as once per
minute and can take oceanographic measurements
meter-by-meter in the water column. Both are now
capable of sustained operation for long time periods.
Sensors on surface buoys now perform reliably
for periods of six to 12 months. Data are both trans-
mitted via satellite and recorded on board. A recent
deployment of surface buoys in the Arabian Sea
showed that they can perform well in severe envi-
ronments. And it also demonstrated their ability to
collect detailed measurements of previously unde-
tected air-sea processes. Incorporating these previ-
ously overlooked processes into numerical weather
prediction models will produce significantly more
accurate forecasts.
Unlike surface moorings, which are exposed to
winds, salt spray, surface wave motion, fouling by
marine growth, and disturbances by vandals, subsur-
face moorings are subject to less stressful condi-
tions and now routinely collect information for
periods of up to two years without servicing. In
the past 30 years WHOI alone has deployed
almost 1,000 subsurface moorings in all
parts of the world's oceans. Information
gathered from them has been used to be-
gin to understand how the oceans change
over space and time with an emphasis
on time scales of less than a year or so. In
some parts of the ocean, such as the
northwest North Atlantic, we have made
enough measurements to be able to con-
struct a three-dimensional
"picture" of the
ocean's mean circulation and to estimate
the speed and volume of waters trans-
ported by important currents.
For subsurface moorings, a new class of
observing system is approaching operational
status: moored profiling instruments. These devices,
fitted with a suite of oceanographic sensors, move
vertically along conventional mooring cables, re-
turning measurements of water properties and
ocean currents at very closely spaced intervals
throughout the water column (see photo and dia-
gram opposite). Using one mobile set of sensors
versus many stationary, separate sensors not only
reduces costs, it also removes the need to calibrate
many different sensors to make sure their measure-
ments are of comparable quality.
In each deployment, these instruments can make
approximately 200 top-to-bottom ocean profiles
akin to those obtained from ships. Second-genera-
tion instruments may double this capacity. The ad-
dition of a bottom pressure sensor would grant the
capacity to monitor fluctuations that are not depen-
dent on depth (such as a tidal current, which has
the same magnitude and direction throughout the
water column), as well as fluctuations that do vary
with depth (such as internal waves, moving be-
neath the surface and within the ocean, whose
speed and direction may vary at different depths).
The instruments can make such fine-scale observa-
tions of current velocities that scientists will be able
to detect internal wave motions, as well as other
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flows [hat occur only infrequently. They \\ill also
In.
1 able to delect subtle variations in eddies
smaller-scale. episodically occurring currents thai
move contrary to main currents.
With these tools available, the international focus
is now on identifying the strategically best GEO
sites to investigate one or more of the lour impor-
tant scientific objectives listed below.
Direct measurements ofocean currents
At strategic sites, moored buoys can directly
measure ocean currents flowing at the surface or
do\\n into the ocean's interior. These currents redis-
tribute heat and fresh water around the globe. In
particular, the ocean and atmosphere help maintain
the planet's thermostatic balance by absorbing heat
in the sun-drenched tropics and moving it toward
Karth's poles. Cooler (and denser) waters sink and
flow back equatorward.
The details of these processes are not yet fully
understood, yet they are the underpinnings of our
i lunate system. \Ye need, for example, long-term
Eulerian observatories to measure the dense over-
flows of cold Norwegian Sea waters as they move
south through the Denmark Straits and Faroe Bank
Channel. We also need moored stations to measure
variations in the poleward transport of warm water
in currents, such as the Gulf Stream, that hug the
western boundaries of continents.
Examining 'water massformation'
In some locations in the world ocean, surface
waters become colder or saltier (and therefore
denser) than surrounding waters and actually sink
and flow into the ocean's interior a process
known as waiter mass formation or transformation.
This happens when the atmosphere cools the wa-
ters c >r where evaporation or sea ice formation
leaves salt behind. Winds can also push surface wa-
ters together, and these convergent flows force sur-
face waters downward.
Like a hand pushing down in a bathtub, tile-
downward flow of waters from the surface to the
interior of the ocean provides the propulsion to re-
distribute heat and fresh water throughout the
ocean and around the world. In this way. the
oceans can absorb heat from the atmosphere in the
tropics, for example, and release it back to the at-
mosphere over the North Atlantic decades to hun-
dreds of years later. Moored ocean observatories in
key sites of water mass formation and or transfor-
mation could observe the slow- variations in the
process documenting the depth to which cold wa-
ter sinks and chronicling changes in ocean heat and
fresh water content over time.
Obtaining measurements ofair-sea interactions
Meteorological data obtained above the sea sur-
face would provide accurate measurements of the
heat and fresh wrater exchanged between
the ocean and atmosphere. Deployed in
regions where surface waters sink, these
would help quantify the rate at which
water mass transformation occurs. In
other sites, these measurements would
provide high-quality, accurate reference
data to check, verify, and calibrate me-
teorological measurements taken by Vol-
unteer Observing Ships (VOSs) and by
satellites. They would also gather the ac-
tual data that provide reality checks for
computer models that forecast weather
and climate.
Investigating variability
ofthe ocean's interior
Oceanographers believe that heat can
be moved north and south not only by
currents, but also by smaller, more-diffi-
cult-to-discern eddies within the oceans.
With their ability to make frequent, de-
tailed measurements of water velocities
and properties throughout the water col-
umn, moorings can detect and document the pres-
ence and dynamics of eddies around the world. This
will give us our first glimpse into understanding
how eddies influence ocean transports of heat and
fresh water. It will also provide initial data that can
serve as benchmarks for developing numerical mod-
els of ocean dynamics which in the future will be
run on computers sufficiently powerful to include
finer-scale dynamics such as eddy variations.
Today deep-sea currents have been observed
over periods of more than two years at only a few^
locations. The longest available record is about 10
years. But new- cost-effective subsurface moorings
being developed by Nelson Hogg at WHOI are ex-
pected to permit moorings to last more than five
years, with the capabil-
ity for frequent data
transmission back to the
lab. GEO sites equipped
with these new subsur-
face moorings could
start to obtain the first
global picture of long-
term internal variability
of the oceans.
\\c acknowledge NOAA,
NSF. and the Office of \.iv.il
Research for continuing
support for the develop-
ment of the technologies
needed to make global
ocean observations and lor
the research to improve
understanding of the ocean
and its impacts.
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'he gentle lapping of
waves on the beach is
"a metaphor for endur-''
ing tranquility. However, the
thili zone where the surf
neets the turf is one of the
lost turbulent, complex,
loving,'constan tly
tanging plates on liarth.
gioii (between the dry land
the beach and the relatively deep water
in the.,coastal ocean) is continually subjected to
large Wavers, strong winds, and vigorous: cur-
rents that stir up and frah-sport massive
amounts of .sand creating and destroying
dunes on the beach and .sandbars in the siirf,
or
.(.'hanging their shapes and positions. Shift-
ing sahdbaifs, in turn, change the topography
of the sealltojv alieriiijfth^direction of cur-
rents and causing waves to hrcak'iii different
locations. wit.lvvarying intensities. Thus,
changes in one variable affect many others in
nt-arshorc:systems; InHhe proc'essVsand is
takc'h 'from some beaches'and
'giveh to'.i( rthers,
>r the same l)each is alternately eroded or built
HIT at .diflcrent times.
Unraveling the physics of these nearshore
processes offers Valuable societal benefits.
More than half the world's population lives
within 100 miles of the coast. More than $2 bil-
lion is spent annually to restore 'eroded
beaches and to build jetties, breakwaters, and
other structures that may prevent erosion and
protect property. Beaches also have military
importance, serving as strategic landing zones.
With dual goals of safeguarding civilian
property and supporting military operations,
the Army Corps of Engineers has established
facilities to conduct research and testing.
Among these is the Field Research Facility
, (FRF)v a* former Navy bombing range on a 176-
acrc beach site in Duck, North Carolina,
S'jwhieh the Army Corps converted into a
unique natural laboratory to study nearshore
processes. Its 'primary mission is to collect
measurements of waves, currents, winds,
tides, sand levels, and other phenomena in an
effort to iniprpve understanding of the pro-
cesses that affect beaches.
v'
, Althbiigh scientists can leariia great deal
.from laboratory experiments, theoretical stud-
ies, and computer simulations, they need field
>,-.. , '
..^r
Anidiiji the special-
ized ei/iii/>iiienl nt
the Ami}' Corps of
l-ngineers
'
Field
Research Facility is
a iiiiitiii'izi'tl, three-
wheeled vehicle
with a stable plat-
form utii/i 11 35-foot
tri/iod frame. The
Coastal Research
Amphibious Rnggy.
or CRAR, can he
tlriivn from the
beach into the
ocean, in ware
heights i</> to six
feet, to instill/ iinil
sen-ice instruments.
In collect sediment
sum/lies, or to nui/>
the ocean bottom
measurements to test the results of these studies
and t< i determine the relative importance of various
processes on natural beaches. However, large
waves and evolving conditions make it difficult to
install and maintain instruments, particularly during
Nor'easter storms and hurricanes when the most
dramatic beach changes occur.
For the past 20 years most of the large US
nearshore field experiments have been conducted
at the FRF. Scientists from around the world, in-
cluding several from WHOI, have come to Duck to
do research, attracted by the FRF's specialized
equipment, experienced staff, and unique capabili-
ties. The 3,000 feet of waterfront is bisected by a
1,8-lO-foot pier extending from the dunes on the
beach to water depths of about 23 feet (see pages
2-1-2S). A cranelike device mounted on railroad
tracks along the pier, called a Sensor Insertion Sys-
tem (SIS), can deploy instruments in precise loca-
tions in the ocean up to 75 feet on either side of
the pier (see photo, page 24).
The FRF also offers specialized vehicles, includ-
ing the Lighter Amphibious Resupply Cargo (LARC)
ship, which can be loaded on shore and driven
through the surf into deeper water, and the Coastal
Research Amphibious Buggy (CRAB), a motorized,
three-wheeled vehicle with a stable platform atop a
35-foot tripod frame (photo at left). The CRAB can
be driven from the beach into the ocean, in wave
heights up to sLx feet, to install and service instru-
ments, to collect sediment samples, and to map the
ocean bottom.
Observations are collected continuously with
permanent instruments, providing a long-term,
ever-growing data set of coastal changes. A
waverider buoy located approximately a mile off-
shore of the FRF and pressure sensors in shallow
waters are used to study the evolution of waves
traveling from the deep coastal waters across the
surf zone to the shoreline where they run up the
beach. A tide gauge at the pier end measures fluc-
tuating tidal elevations that are important to
nearshore processes. Multiple video cameras
mounted on a 1-tO-foot-tall tower on shore record
breaking waves and shifting sandbar locations.
Changing sand levels from the beach out to 26-foot
water depths are surveyed with the CRAB. Air tem-
perature, atmospheric pressure, rainfall, winds, and
other meteorological data are measured routinely.
These data have been used, for example, by WHOI
Associate Scientist Jim Edson and FRF Research
Oceanographer Chuck Long to study interactions
and exchanges between the air and ocean.
The FRF's continuous, long-term observations
have been complemented by short, intense experi-
ments. In 1994, scientists from many institutions
convened at Duck to conduct an ambitious experi-
ment to study the surf zone. Author Steve Elgar,
now a Senior Scientist at WHOI, and Bob Guza of
the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (Sic)) used
the CRAB and the LARC to deploy several metal-
pipe scaffolds, each supported on six 20-foot-long,
metal-posts inserted into the seafloor (see photo,
page 25). Mounted on the scaffolds, which were lo-
cated at intervals between the beach and 2S-toot
water depths, were current meters to measure the
speed and direction of currents, sonar devices that
use sound to record the changing seafloor topogra-
phy, and pressure sensors that measure waves and
water levels by measuring the weight of water
above them.
With this instrument array, Elgar. Guza, and
Edith Gallagher of the Naval Postgraduate Sch< >l
documented how offshore-directed currents (under-
tow) moved sandbars out to sea during storms. In
one case, storm-related undertows moved a six-foot
high sandbar about 100 yards seaward.
Combining observations from the surf zone array
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with measurements from the FRF's permanent sen-
sors, WHOI Associate Scientist Steve Lentz and au-
thor Britt Raubenheimer. now an Assistant Scientist
at \VHOI. showed that breaking waves cause mean
water levels to increase by more than a foot in the
surf zone. Using instruments deployed farther off-
shore, Lentz determined the relative effects of
breaking waves, winds, and the earth's rotation on
ocean circulation on the inner continental shelf.
\\TIOI Senior Scientist and biological oceanogra-
pher Cheryl Ann Butman showed that wind-driven
currents controlled the onshore and offshore trans-
port of clam, snail, and worm larvae.
Building on what was learned during Duck94,
FRF conducted an even larger experiment during
fall 1997. More than 250 scientists, technicians, stu-
dents, divers, and others deployed over -400 sen-
sors. Using the CRAB, the authors and Guza in-
stalled more than 200 sensors to measure waves,
circulation, water table fluctuations, and changing
sand levels. WHOI Associate Scientist John
Trowbridge investigated bottom stress associated
with breaking waves and wind-driven currents us-
ing instruments mounted on a 1,000-pound frame
deployed with the CRAB. Additional sensors de-
ployed by other investigators included scanning
acoustic altimeters to map the movement of ripples
on the seafloor, and fiber-optic backscatter sensors
to measure the amount of sand suspended and
transported in the water above the seafloor. Fre-
quent sand samples were collected from the CRAB
and by divers to determine sediment grain sizes,
which affect the amount of sand that can be lifted
off the bottom and moved by waves and currents.
The more details we learn about nearshore
physics, the more we will be able to elucidate the
mechanisms that cause erosion or coastal damage,
and begin to predict and prevent them. The funda-
mental physics learned at Duck is applicable to
many beaches around the world that have similar
characteristics and wave conditions. The FRF has
established a beachhead of knowledge to solve
problems that once seemed too complex to grasp.
Information on the FRF is available at:
www.frf.usace.army.mil.
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\\ares. currents,
sand grain sizes,
sandbar configura-
tions, water table
levels beneath the
beach, and other
phenomena combine
in complex ways,
causing I'ery differ-
ent patterns along
the same heach.
A diver services
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Rutgers Un it 'ersit) ' 's
Marine Field Station
in Tnckerton, New
Jersey, is the bead-
quarters of tbe
Long-term Ecosys-
tem Observatory
(LEO) a network
ofsensors taking
continuous, real-
time obsen 'ations of
a swatb of coastal
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Unlike
the oceans, the sky is relatively visible
and accessible to us. We are well ac-
quainted with tlie range of processes that
occur in the earth's ever-changing atmosphere. We
know about rainstorms that slow daily commutes
and even have a growing awareness of the long-
term potential dangers of global climate change. Ra-
dio, television, and the World Wide Web provide in-
stant access to weather conditions and forecasts on
demand. Airplane pilots, farmers, or people plan-
ning outdoor activities can immediately assess the
value of these forecasts simply by looking out their
windows, and, if necessaiy, they can adjust their
plans based on local conditions. Daily observations
and experience, combined with readily available
weather forecasts, both short- and long-term, have
given us a common-sense knowledge of how the
atmosphere works and an ability to make informed
judgments on how best to proceed in the face of
present conditions.
But in the ocean, the situation is quite different.
Conditions and processes at work on any given day
in the ocean are usually a mystery to us. Satellites
may observe the surface ocean from space, but
what is happening below the surface, out of sight
of our orbiting viewers? Unlike the atmosphere,
much of the ocean is not routinely monitored or
sampled, so the only way to learn what might be
going on in a particular ocean location is to visit it
by boat, and, if weather conditions are especially
good, dive under the ocean surface. But diving ve-
hicles are expensive, and they provide only a fleet-
ing glimpse of a largely unknown environment.
Short-term events may not occur during a research
cruise, and thus remain undetected. Critical trends
that occur over large areas and long time periods
are difficult to confirm with spotty coverage from
ships and ocean moorings.
What we require are permanent windows on the
sea ti i help us develop the same instinctive, com-
mon-sense feel for the ocean that we have achieved
for the atmosphere. That was a fundamental goal of
scientists, engineers, and educators who designed
and built Rutgers University's Long-term Ecosystem
Observatory (LEO-15).
The concept began during a conversation in
1986 between authors von Alt and Grassle, then a
Senior Scientist at WHOI, who envisioned a net-
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work of underwater observatories trom which ro-
bots could be deployed and directed by computers
anywhere in the world. These visions became- .1
joint research program funded by the National Sci-
ence Foundation in 1992. Additional support has
come from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, the Office of Naval Research, the
National Ocean Partnership Program, and Rutgers
University. Installation and construction of LEO- IS
started in 199-1.
The "IS" comes from the system's original and
still central components: permanent seafloor nodes
at IS meters depths about 9 kilometers off the coast
of Tuckerton, New Jersey. A buried subseafloor
electric/fiber-optic cable extending from the field
M.mon in Tuckerton provides continuous, ample
power to the nodes, which support instruments.
other remote platforms, or Autonomous L'nderwater
Vehicles (AUVs). The cable also provides two-way,
real-time, high-bandwidth communications (includ-
ing video) between the nodes and the field station.
Linked to the Internet, the system gives scientists
the ability to monitor and control experiments and
vehicles from any laboratory in the world. Instanta-
neous distribution via the World Wide Web also of-
fers educators and the public a direct link to the
undersea world off New Jersey from classroom or
home computers.
Instruments supported by the nodes measure
water temperature and salinity, chlorophyll, dis-
solved organic material, fluorescence, and particle
sizes in the water, wave heights
and periods, and current
speed and direction. Those
observations have been aug-
mented by measurements
from a variety of sensors on
an expanding network of
platforms. Instruments on re-
motely operated vehicles
(ROVs), towed by surface
ships, deployed on float-
ing buoys, and
housed on a
coastal meteo-
rological
tower all contribute data, as do satellites and shore-
based radar remote sensing systems, which can tell
us about sea surface temperature, water quality,
and phytoplankton content over wide areas.
Together, this network now lets us continuously
sample a 30-by-30-kilometer research area spanning
water depths of 3 to 30 meters. This region, the in-
ner continental shelf, has often been ignored in the
past because its complex dynamics and turbulent
waters have made both scientific studies and oper-
ating conditions difficult. Yet it is a region that has
important impact on people.
Much the way meteorologists use continuously
available atmospheric data to create weather fore-
casts, we can assimilate ocean data into numerical
computer models that simulate ocean dynamics and
generate forecasts of ocean conditions that would
be useful to fishers, beach visitors, scientists, and
others. In a well-sampled ocean, developing trends
from model-generated forecasts can be compared
with the trends in rapidly updated observations to
see where the model is staying on track, and where
it is drifting away from observed behavior. Just as
weather forecasters develop a feel for the biases of
different atmospheric models, ocean forecasters will
start to develop the same feel for ocean models.
The ability to operate in a well-sampled ocean
profoundly affects ocean research. Ocean models
use the laws of physics to extrapolate how current
conditions will likely evolve into future conditions.
But because the ocean is under-sampled, models
At LEO. instruments
supported by per-
manent seafloor
nodes are comple-
mented by a wide
range of measure-
ments taken by
robotic I'ebicles,
satellites, aircraft,
research vessels,
shore-based radars,
and by instru-
ments on buoys
and on thefield
station s meteoro-
logical tower.
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Above, LEO's cable
from the field sta-
tinii is directionally
drilled underneath
ti marsh and inter-
coastal waterway
and toward the
continental shelf in
199-t. Below (top to
bottom), the WHOI-
designed remotely
operated rebicle
REMUS (Remote
Environmental
Monitoring UnitS):
an underwater
docking station
where REML'S can
upload power or
download data; one
of LEO 's seafloor
nodes is deployed.
may start with incorrect initial conditions and end
up off course.
Because intensive sampling of given ocean re-
gions is too expensive, a science called "adaptive
sampling" has evolved. Adaptive sampling uses
model forecasts to identify regions where additional
data are critical, so that scientists can focus their
limited sampling resources in these critical regions
and improve the model forecasts at reduced cost.
In the well-sampled ocean, errors in initial ocean
conditions would no longer poison the accuracy of
ocean model forecasts from the start. Instead, errors
would more likely result from imperfect under-
standing of the physical processes going on in the
ocean. That fundamentally shifts the still critical role
of adaptive sampling: Instead of focusing on sam-
pling to improve the accuracy of initial conditions,
adaptive sampling systems could focus on regions
where crucial physical processes are poorly under-
stood or highly sensitive. These measurements
would improve scientists' ability
to understand underlying physical
processes, to verify the models'
accuracy, and to keep the models
on track if their results begin to
deviate from observed conditions.
Once we begin to get our own
common-sense feel of ocean pro-
cesses, we can begin to ask what a
fish, diving bird, porpoise, clam,
or starfish sees during a lifetime in
the ocean. With our air-bound
sensor)- equipment and inability to
be present during many important
oceanic events, we have not been
able to visualize, let alone experi-
ence, the habitat of any ocean
creaaire.
Whenever scientists have had
a more continuous presence in
the marine environment, major
advances in understanding have
occurred. Frequent visits to inter-
tidal rocky shores to conduct ex-
periments have demonstrated the
importance of interactions among individuals of dif-
ferent species with each other and their environ-
ment. Underwater observations by divers on a daily
basis have provided insight into the behavior and
life cycle of reef fishes and corals. From the sub-
mersible Ali'in, deep-sea ecologists received their
first view of the ocean floor and the responses of
some of the inhabitants to their surroundings. These
advances were achieved simply by extending our
visual and manipulative capabilities into the ocean.
With LEO technologies, the environments not vis-
ible to human eyes can be visualized and studied
remotely for the first time.
Our inability to routinely observe the ocean and
its life compromises our ability to apply usual land-
based management practices in the marine environ-
ment. We once believed the oceans could sustain
any demand on their resources and could accommo-
date all but the most extreme assaults from exotic
chemicals and any amount of excess nutrients. These
ideas turn out to be untrue. The success of our ports
requires efficient, safe traffic management, reduced
sediment contamination, and better methods for us-
ing dredged material beneficially. Coastal economies
will benefit from real-time information about beach
conditions. Better tools for predicting and rapidly re-
sponding to coastal hazards such as storms, erosion,
toxic algal blooms, and oil spills can minimize the
harm they cause. Naval commanders have enormous
interest in new methods to reconnoiter unfamiliar
and possibly mined beach landing zones. Improved
understanding of marine ecosystems and the need to
manage living marine resources requires information
about the habitats of all stages in the life cycle of
each species and about the interactions among spe-
cies and their physical surroundings.
With additional new technology ( high-resolution
color satellites, piloted and autonomous aircraft,
floating radar stations, and long-duration AUV glid-
ers), LEO-15 will be able to expand its reach to-
ward deeper-water shelf areas, further north and
south along the shelf, and into shallower water at
the outer edge of the surf zone. We hope it will
eventually become part of a national and ultimately
global network of coastal observatories.
Other LEO systems are planned by Rutgers and
WHOI in the Mid-Atlantic Bight, including deeper
stations at the edge of the continental shelf and
shallower stations offshore Martha's Vineyard (see
page 3D, and in some of our nation's busiest ports,
such as New York and New Jersey. Other universi-
ties are implementing LEO-like systems along our
coasts and in the Great Lakes. The challenge will be
to link this patchwork of local well-sampled sys-
tems in a distributed national network that shares
regional-scale information.
More information about LEO-15 is available at:
marine.rutgers.edu/mrs/LEO15.html.
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A New Coastal Observatory Is Born
Martha's Vineyard offers scientifically exciting site
James B. Edson Associate Scientist, Wade R. McGillis, Assistant Scientist, and Thomas C. Austin, Senior Engineer
Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering Department, WHOI
People
are not uniformly distributed on our
planet. They tend to hug the coastline. An es-
timated 50 percent of humanity lives within
100 miles of a coastline, and this figure is growing.
Here on Cape Cod, we are all keenly aware that the
coast is a unique environment that is routinely af-
fected by wave- and storm-driven events. Like most
people along the eastern coast of the United States,
we know these events often have adverse impacts.
We've witnessed beaches eroding more than 10 feet
per year. In 1991, even a relatively weak tropical
cyclone like Hurricane Bob caused severe damage
to New England and North Carolina.
Worldwide, tropical cyclones constitute one of
the most important weather forecasting problems.
In developing nations, tropical cyclones are the
leading cause of death from natural phenomena. A
single event took more than 100,000 lives as re-
cently as 1991 in Bangladesh. A year later in the US,
Hurricane Andrew killed more than 60 people and
caused nearly $30 billion in damage.
Hurricanes, storms, beach erosion, and other
natural processes can only exact greater tolls as we
turn more of our coastlines into residential and
business properties. In addition, a combination of
biological, chemical, and physical processes can re-
sult in the outbreak of red tides or the dispersal of
oil spills or other pollutants along our coastlines.
Such events, caused by nature and/or by humans,
damage property and natural habitats and harm
fisheries, tourism, and the local economies.
Woods Hole scientists and their colleagues have
been actively involved in coastal research for many
decades. WHOI researcher Alfred Woodcock, for
example, discovered in 1948 that red tide outbreaks
increased respiratory illnesses in coastal residents
because they inhaled contaminated airborne sea
spray generated by breaking waves. More recently,
WHOI scientists have conducted coastal research at
the US Army Corps of Engineers' Field Research Fa-
cility (FRF) in Duck, North Carolina, (see page 24)
and have helped conceive and build the Long-Term
Ecosystem Observatory (LEO- 15) off the coast of
New Jersey (see page 28).
Interestingly enough, however, WHOI scientists
haven't taken full advantage of the coast in their
own back yard primarily for the same reason that
they have exploited it as a port for ocean-going re-
search vessels. Martha's Vineyard and the Eliza-
beth Islands protect Woods Hole and make it a
WHOl's new
nearsbore observa-
tory on Martha's
Vineyard, scheduled
to be completed by
thefall of2000, will
have land-based
and sea-based
sensors to continu-
ously monitor
oceanic and atmo-
spheric conditions.
The observations
will be combined
via underground
and submarine
cables at a shore
station and avail-
able instanta-
neously on the
Internet,
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Tl}e combination of
the new Martha s
Vineyard Observa-
tory, Rutgers
University's Long-
term Ecosystem
Observatory CLEO-
15), and the US
Army Corps of
Engineers
'
Field
Research Facility
will provide a
valuable network of
research installa-
tions along the East
Coast to study
coastal processes.
sate harbor, but they
also block scientists
from immediate access
to undisturbed ocean
waves and alongshore
currents. In contrast, the
southward shoreline of
Martha's Vineyard faces
the open ocean.Thus, it
offers an ideal and still
relatively accessible site
for studying coastal pro-
cesses. In fact, its south-
facing beachfront is par-
ticularly valuable to sci-
entists because prevail-
ing winds blow directly
onshore and in line with
the direction of the
ocean's waves.
With funding from
the National Science
Foundation, WHOI sci-
entists and engineers
have designed a
nearshore observatory in
the Katama section of
Edgartown on Martha's
Vineyard. Construction
of this observatory began
in December 1999 and is
scheduled to be completed in time to monitor the
fall 2000 hurricane season.
The Martha's Vineyard Observatory will have
sensors mounted on two seafloor nodes, at depths
of about 5 and 15 meters, respectively, connected
to a shore station via a buried cable. Instruments
mounted on the nodes will continually monitor
mean sea and wave heights, current strengths, sea-
water turbulence, subsurface sediment movement,
sunlight intensity, and the temperature, salinity, and
carbon dioxide levels of the ocean's waters. On-
shore, a mast extending about 8 meters above the
beach's dunes will house meteorological instru-
ments that will sample the near-coast air trans-
ported to land by the southerly winds. The onshore
instalments will continuously measure wind speed
and direction, atmospheric carbon dioxide levels,
temperature, humidity, and the concentration of sea
salt, water vapor, and small organic or inorganic
particles (collectively called aerosols) that are
ejected out of the sea and into the air. Measure-
ments made in the atmosphere and the ocean will
be jointly collected via underground cables at a
shore station in the Katama Air Park, and made
available in near real time on the Internet.
Information collected at the Martha's Vineyard
Observatory will be combined with data collected
at the LEO-IS site off New Jersey and at the FRF in
North Carolina. Together, these three facilities will
provide a unique network along the East Coast for
studying coastal processes (see map, left).
Like FRF and LEO- 15, the Martha's Vineyard Ob-
servatory will provide scientists with a well-charac-
terized natural laboratory that will enable them to
saidy how winds, waves, currents, seafloor topogra-
phy and sediment structure, and other factors com-
bine to affect the coastline. In addition, it will en-
able them to learn about the processes and condi-
tions that affect coastal marine life. However, one
of our main objectives for the Martha's Vineyard
Observatory is to gain a better understanding of
coastal weather phenomena.
Meteorologists are only now beginning to iden-
tify and investigate physical processes that are
unique to the coastal environment. The same, ever-
shifting wind and wave patterns that combine to
create such turbulent, dynamic systems at the
shoreline and beneath the sea surface, also gener-
ate a great deal of action in the air above the sea
surface. Winds and waves constantly disrupt the
boundary between air and sea, promoting ex-
changes of gases, particles, heat, and momentum
between the ocean and atmosphere.
One of the many outcomes of this lively border
exchange is the production of sea spray. Measure-
ments of aerosol concentrations at the Martha's
Vineyard Observatory will enable us to learn how
sea spray is produced and transported. This, in
turn, will help improve our ability to predict marine
haze and fog in coastal regions. In addition, we will
be able to study how the evaporation of sea spray
into the atmosphere affects the transfer of heat and
moisture near the ocean surface.
We can also use the observatory to explore
how solar energy radiating into the sea surface af-
fects the system. Warmer surface waters, just like
warmer air. are more buoyant; thus, warmer waters
rise, pushing up air masses above the sea surface,
and initiating another series of dynamic processes
in the atmosphere.
At the Martha's Vineyard Observatory, we can
focus on observing, at a small scale, a range of
complex air-sea interactions such as those noted
above, which may also take place on a larger scale
in the vaster ocean. One high-priority research
topic is the study of air-sea exchange of carbon di-
oxide, a heat-trapping, industrial greenhouse gas
that has been accumulating in the earth's atmo-
sphere for the past several decades. Such studies
will help us estimate how the oceans absorb and
retain this gas, and thus allow us to assess the ex-
tent to which the oceans can store excess carbon
dioxide, thereby reducing the threat of global cli-
mate change.
Many of the studies we propose at the observa-
tory require the expertise of scientists in several dis-
ciplines. Carbon dioxide is not the only trace gas
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\Mtli potentially important biogeochemical conse-
quences. In one scenario, tor example, increased
sunlight might spark a bloom of phytoplankton that
produces an abundance of a gas called
dimethylsulflde. Wind and wave action transport
dimethylsulfide into the air, where it may create
aerosol particles that reflect or block sunlight, possi-
bly cooling the earth's surface and eventually lead-
ing to fewer phytoplankton.
Another area of research that we propose to ini-
tiate at the observatory is a .study of the interaction
between ocean waves and winds during a hurri-
cane event. For example, we could use measure-
ments made at the observatory to prove (or dis-
prove) the theory that winds and waves from hurri-
canes agitate the ocean like a washing machine,
generating foam on the sea surface that acts as a lu-
bricant thus reducing the drag on the hurricane
from the sea surface and possibly keeping it from
dissipating faster. Martha's Vineyard's exposure to
the open ocean and frequent storms, while hardly a
blessing to the island's inhabitants, will provide us
with an invaluable means to study the effects of se-
vere storms and possibly hurricanes. The perma-
nent equipment deployed at the facility will include
a set of rugged instrumentation able to withstand
extremely high wind speeds and rain, allowing
measurements that have rarely been collected be-
fore, and providing us with the real-time data nec-
essarj to improve the computer simulation models
that currently predict hurricane events.
As we quickly move toward computer models
that couple ocean and atmosphere processes to
generate better weather forecasts, we require con-
tinuous, long-term, high-resolution measurements
of phenomena in the air and water to test and im-
prove these models. Observations from our nascent
network of East Coast nearshore observatories and
moored ocean buoy observatories represent a first
step toward supplying the comprehensive, high-
quality data needed to make these coupled models
effective. Ultimately, we expect that the improved
understanding of coastal processes afforded by
the Martha's Vineyard Observatory will be com-
bined within this observational network to improve
our abilities to forecast waves, ocean circulation,
and weather.
( .( illaU ii. ih >rs on the development of the Martha's Yinevard
( ibservatory include scientist John Tnnvbridge and
Cheryl Ann Butnian and engineers Robert Petitt and
Jonathan \\are of WHOI's Applied Ocean WU-.KS
and Engineering Department IAOPE). and Marga
Mil Iroy. Mike Puixell. Roger siokey. Ben .Allen.
Ned Forrester, and Robert Goldsborough of the
AOPE Ocean Systems Laboratory led by
Christopher von Alt.
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